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Abstract Human pluripotent stem cells (PSCs), including

embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and induced pluripotent stem

cells (iPSCs), provide a dynamic tool for revealing early

embryonic development, modeling pathological processes,

and developing therapeutics through drug discovery and

potential cell replacement. The first step toward the utilities

of human PSCs is directed differentiation to functionally

specialized cell/tissue types. Following developmental

principles, human ESCs, and lately iPSCs, have been

effectively differentiated to region- and/or transmitter-

specific neuronal and glial types, including cerebral

glutamatergic, striatal c-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic,

forebrain cholinergic, midbrain dopaminergic, and spinal

motor neurons, as well as astrocytes and oligodendrocytes.

These studies also reveal unique aspects of human cell

biology, including intrinsically programmed developmen-

tal course, differential uses of transcription factors for

neuroectoderm specification, and distinct responses to

extracellular signals in regulating cell fate. Such informa-

tion will be instrumental in translating biological findings

to therapeutic development.
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Introduction

Human PSCs, including those derived from preimplanta-

tion embryos, known as ESCs, and those reprogrammed

from somatic cells, called iPSCs, have the potential

to differentiate to hundreds of cell types of the three

embryonic germ layers while maintaining the ability of

self-renew [1–4]. Differentiation of human PSCs into

specialized cell types in vitro as well as in vivo (e.g., ter-

atoma formation) is essentially recapitulation of embryonic

development. Hence, human PSCs are potentially instru-

mental in revealing early human development, which is

otherwise experimentally inaccessible. In this regard,

iPSCs derived from patients with developmental disorders

may provide a platform to identify missteps in early stages

that lead to abnormal development. Like mouse ESCs,

human ESCs may be genetically altered to express disease

phenotypes, thus offering a dynamic model system for

following pathogenic processes. Similarly, iPSCs repro-

grammed from patients’ somatic cells, especially those

with genetic defects, can potentially achieve the same goal

while at the naturally occurring human genetic background.

Both genetically modified human ESCs and disease iPSCs

may be used for drug discovery. Recently, functional

neurons, the so-called iN cells, are induced directly from

fibroblasts by overexpression of neuronal transcription

factors, such as Ascl1, Brn2, and Mytl [5, 6]. Such a pro-

cess bypasses stem cell and progenitor stages, thus

generating mature neurons in a much shorter time, which
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may be beneficial for disease modeling. They are never-

theless non-proliferative and thus are not expanded.

Functionally specialized cells and tissues that are differ-

entiated from human ESCs and iPSCs or directly

reprogrammed may also be employed for regenerative

therapy, including personalized cell therapy through

reprogramming patients’ somatic cells in vitro and/or in

vivo. Therefore, the advent of human PSCs marks the

turning point for regenerative medicine.

The utility of human ESCs and iPSCs will be dependent

upon our ability to guide them towards functionally spe-

cialized and/or disease target cell and tissue types in a

robust manner. Over the past decade, progress has been

made in directed differentiation of human PSCs, especially

ESCs, to certain functional cell types. In this review, we

will focus on the neuronal and glial cell types in the central

nervous system that have been successfully differentiated

from human PSCs, with an intention of drawing principles

that will be instructive for our future effort in directing

other cell/tissue types from human PSCs.

Developmental principles as a foundation of neural

subtype specification

Brain development begins when the inner mass cells, from

which ESCs are derived, proliferate, migrate, and differ-

entiate to form three germ layers, the endo-, meso-, and

ecto-derm. Activation of fibroblast growth factor (FGF)

and/or inhibition of bone morphogenetic protein (BMP)

and wingless-type MMTV integration site family (WNT) in

the ectoderm results in specialization of neuroectoderm, as

unveiled in Xenopus and chick embryos [7, 8]. These

morphogens appear to converge on Smad in determining

Fig. 1 Neuronal subtype specification in vivo and vitro. A The

developing brain is patterned by morphogens like FGFs and RA along

the anterior-posterior axis into forebrain (FB), middle brain (MB),

hindbrain (HB), and spinal cord (SC). In each part of the brain and

spinal cord, it is further subdivided into multiple domains along the

dorsal–ventral axis by morphogens like WNTs, BMPs, and SHH. B In

the forebrain, as shown in coronal hemi-section through 1 in a, two

opposing morphogens, ventrally derived SHH and dorsally originated

WNTs define the cortical, LGE and MGE domains. Progenitors in

these domains mainly generate glutamatergic neurons (a), GABAer-

gic projection neurons (b), and BFCNs (c), respectively. GABAergic

interneurons are differentiated from all three domains in human.

C Similarly, in the spinal cord, as shown in the cross section from site

2 in A, SHH gradients released from notochord (N) and floor plate

(FP) define ventral domains in the ventral spinal cord and MNs are

generated from the Olig2-expressing ventral progenitors (prog.). D In

parallel with in vivo neural development, human ESCs and iPSCs are

first differentiated toward Pax6-expressing primitive neuroepithelia

(NE) in the absence of morphogens in the first week. In the absence of

exogenous morphogens, the NE differentiate to Pax6-expressing

cortical progenitors, and subsequently generate glutamatergic neurons

(Glut. N.) and GABAergic interneurons (GABAergic In.) by default.

In the presence of a low concentration of SHH, the NE become Gsx-

expressing LGE progenitors and they later generate DARPP32-

expressing GABAergic projection neurons. With higher SHH con-

centration, the NE are fated to MGE progenitors, which produce

BFCNs and GABAergic interneurons. Under RA, the primitive NE

are caudalized to hindbrain/spinal cord progenitors, which become

Olig2-expressing progenitors in the presence of SHH and then

differentiate to motor neurons (MNs). In the presence of FGF8 and

SHH, the primitive NE are specified to ventral midbrain progenitors,

which then produce mDA neurons
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the neuroectoderm fate, at least in Xenopus [9]. They also

seem to play similar roles in specifying mouse [10–12] and

human [13–16] ESCs toward the neural fate albeit with

variations [17]. While strategies aimed at modulating these

pathways are instrumental in guiding PSCs toward the

neural fate, it is presently unknown what the neuroecto-

derm transcriptional determinants are and how the

signaling pathways regulate neuroectoderm transcription

factors, partly due to the complexity of mammalian embryo

development [18]. The in vitro PSC neural differentiation,

giving its simplicity, could potentially reveal the molecular

events underlying neuroectoderm specification.

The neuroectoderm is specified first in the head region

and gradually extends caudally to form the entire neural

plate, which begins to fold and fuse dorsally at the future

neck area and forms the neural tube rostrally and caudally.

This morphogenesis is dictated by temporarily available

gradients of mophogens along the rostro-caudal axis,

including FGFs, WNTs, and retinoic acid (RA), as well as

along the dorso-verntral axis, including WNTs, BMPs, and

sonic hedgehog (SHH). Neural precursors in any given

domain of the neural tube are ‘‘patterned’’ by a set of A-P

and D-V morphogens at a particular concentration and are

fated to functionally specialized neuronal and glial types

(Fig. 1). For example, SHH gradients define the tran-

scriptional domains in the developing telencephalon thus

patterning the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) in the

ventral and lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE) in the dorsal

[19–21] (Fig. 1), whereas in the spinal cord, the ventral to

dorsal SHH gradients control the expression of homeodo-

main transcription factors such as Nkx2.2, Nkx6.1, Olig2,

Irx3, and Pax6, thus defining the progenitor domains of five

distinct classes of neurons, including motor neurons [22–

24]. Although it remains unknown how the regionally

patterned progenitors acquire transmitter and/or functional

specificity after they become mature neurons and glia, it is

the regional patterning principle that guides PSC neural

differentiation.

Identification of primitive neuroepithelia for patterning

versatile neural progenitors

A neural stem cell (NSC), by definition, can generate

neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes while renewing

itself. However, NSCs in a particular brain region give rise

to neurons and glia characteristic of this but not other parts

of the brain. Even in the same brain region, NSCs generate

projection neurons during embryonic stages followed by

interneurons and glia later in life. Therefore, the potential

of NSCs in or isolated from the developing neural tube or

developed brain are temporarily and spatially restricted

[25, 26]. In contrast, NSCs initially generated during

gastrulation may possess a broader spectrum of differen-

tiation potential before they are limited by locally derived

morphogens over time. Identification and maintenance of

such naive or primitive NSCs from PSCs will be instru-

mental in directing stem cells to functionally specialized

neurons and glia.

Human ESCs, after removal of self-renewing factors

(e.g., mouse embryonic fibroblast feeder) and culture in

chemically defined medium with or without FGFs and

BMP inhibitors, differentiate predominantly to neuroepit-

helia [14, 27]. For human iPSCs, some of which often do

not differentiate to the neural lineage efficiently [28, 29],

inhibition of BMPs such as by application of Noggin and

SB431542 can significantly increase the neural differenti-

ation efficiency [30]. The neuroepithelia can be readily

discerned by characteristic columnar epithelial morphology

after 6–8 days of human ESC differentiation, and con-

firmed by expression of anterior but not posterior

neuroectodermal transcription factors, including Pax6 [15,

31]. This expression pattern mirrors that in the developing

human neural plate [32]. Initially, these cells organize into

rosettes without a lumen and express adhesion molecules

like N-cadherin on the surface of individual neuroepithelial

cell. Over the following week (days 10–17), the epithelia

divide, resulting in compaction and lumen formation in

rosettes. At this stage, N-cadherin is gradually concentrated

in the lumen side, signaling polarization of the epithelia.

They also express additional neuroectoderm transcription

factors like Sox1 [31]. These changes in morphology and

gene expression patterns suggest that neuroepithelia at

these two stages may possess different potentials. Indeed,

treatment of early neuroepithelia (days 8–15) with RA

efficiently represses expression of anterior genes such as

Otx2, Foxg1and Pax6, and induces posterior genes such as

Hox genes, whereas the same factor has little effect on

regional patterning of neuroepithelia at later stages

([day 15) [15]. Similarly, neuroepithelia generated in the

absence of morphogens carry predominantly a dorsal fate

by expressing Pax6 and Emx1 but not Nkx2.1. Application

of SHH nearly completely represses the dorsal charac-

teristics and induces a ventral forebrain fate by expression

of Nkx2.1 [33]. Thus, the early neuroepithelia are referred

to as primitive (anterior) neuroepithelia, whereas those at

later stages are refractory to morphogen-induced regional

patterning, hence regarded as definitive neuroepithelia

[31]. Neuroepithelia differentiated from human iPSCs

follow the same temporal changes regardless of the cells

from which they are reprogrammed [28, 34]. These

findings unveil a window of opportunity to direct human

PSCs to regionally and functionally specialized neuronal

and glial subtypes. They also uncover the unique role

of Pax6 in controlling early human brain development

[32, 35].
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Differentiation of cerebral neurons in the absence

of exogenous morphogens

During animal embryogenesis, the anterior neural tube is

patterned to the dorsal pallium by WNTs and BMPs [36,

37] and the ventral subpallium by SHH [38], which are

fated mainly to glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons,

respectively [39–42] (Fig. 1). As discussed above, primi-

tive neuroepithelia differentiated from human PSCs carry a

dorsal telencephalic characteristic. Further differentiation

of the primitive neuroepithelia in the absence of morpho-

gens results in the generation of neural progenitors that

express Pax6, Emx1, Ngn2, and Tbr1, but not ventral

transcription factor like Nkx2.1, indicating a predominant

dorsal telencephalic fate [33, 43]. This default dorsal fate

appears to be determined by high levels of endogenous

WNTs relative to lower levels of SHH during human ESC

differentiation to telencephalic progenitors [33]. WNTs

also up-regulates the truncated form of Gli3, which

represses the function of SHH [33]. Consequently, the

ventral fate is further suppressed. This contrasts with the

largely ventral phenotypes of mouse ESC-derived neural

progenitors in the absence of exogenous morphogens.

Inhibition of SHH signaling enhances the cerebral fate

[44], suggesting that SHH signaling outweighs WNTs

during early mouse neural differentiation.

Differentiation of the dorsal human neural progenitors

in a chemically defined medium generates mostly gluta-

matergic neurons but also GABAergic neurons [33]. This

is confirmed by whole-cell patch clamping recording,

revealing both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents

[45]. The early presence of GABAergic neurons in dif-

ferentiation cultures from a nearly pure population of

Pax6-positive and Nkx2.1-negative progenitors indicates

that some GABAergic neurons may be generated from

human cortical progenitors. This in vitro finding is con-

sistent with the fact that a substantial population of

GABAergic neurons is developed within cerebral cortex

in humans [46], whereas in the mouse cerebral cortex,

GABAergic neurons are almost exclusively migrated from

the ventral forebrain [47–50]. The finding shows again the

maintenance of intrinsic developmental programs of

human PSCs.

If the neuroepithelia are differentiated in the absence of

exogenous morphogens but as free-floating cell aggregates,

they also appear to generate predominantly cortical neu-

ronal progenitors by expressing Foxg1, Emx1, and Pax6.

With further culturing in suspension, the progenitors

organize into layers, reminiscent of cortical layers. By day

46, neurons expressing Tbr1 and Foxg1 (resembling layer

VI neurons) and those expressing Ctip2 and Emx1 appear

sequentially [43]. This self-organization is probably driven

by patterning factors such as FGF, WNT, and BMP

produced within the culture [17], mirroring the birth of

neocotex in vivo.

Activation of SHH and/or inhibition of WNTs leads

to generation of forebrain GABAergic and cholinergic

neurons

Numerous types of neurons reside in the ventral forebrain.

The major projection neurons are DARPP32-expressing

medium spiny GABAergic neurons in the striatum and

cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain, which originate

from LGE and MGE, respectively. The main interneurons

are GABAergic neurons, which originate from both LGE

and MGE (Fig. 1B). Since the default fate of human PSC-

derived neuroepithelia is dorsal because of the overriding

effects of WNTs over SHH, it is predicted that inhibition of

WNTs and/or activation of SHH would pattern the naive

neuroepithelia to a ventral fate. Indeed, a high concentra-

tion of SHH, or inhibition of WNTs by dickkopf 1 (DKK1),

or together almost completely converts the Pax6-express-

ing primitive dorsal precursors to ventral progenitors,

which now express ventral homeodomain transcription

factors, including Gsx2 and Nkx2.1 [33, 51].

Ventral-dorsal SHH gradients, together with dorsal–

ventral WNT gradients, determine the progenitor domains

in the ventral forebrain. Exposed to low gradients of both

SHH and WNTs, progenitors in the dorsal (lateral) sub-

pallium, which develops to LGE, express Pax6 and/or Gsx2

and differentiate to projection GABAergic neurons

(Fig. 1). This pattern has been exquisitely replicated in

vitro [52]. In the presence of low concentrations of SHH,

the progenitor cells exhibit phenotypes of LGE cells, with

expression of Gsx2 and low levels of Pax6 but not the more

ventral marker Nkx2.1 (Fig. 1D). After removal of SHH,

these LGE-like progenitors differentiate to projection

GABAergic neurons that express specific markers,

including GABA, glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD)

65/67, and DARPP32, as well as striatal markers like

Meis2 and Ctip2 [52]. At an appropriate SHH concentra-

tion, the early primitive neuroepithelia are efficiently

patterned LGE-like progenitors, which generate an enri-

ched population of DARPP32-expressing GABAergic

neurons as high as 87% of the total differentiated cells

(Fig. 1D). This is perhaps the highest efficiency by which a

neuronal subtype has so far been directed from human

PSCs.

In the ventral subpallium, which becomes MGE, pro-

genitors are exposed to high levels of SHH. They express

Nkx2.1 and later differentiate to GABAergic interneurons

and basal forebrain cholinergic projection neurons (Fig. 1).

Indeed, in the presence of high concentrations of SHH, the

dorsal transcription factors, Pax6 and Emx1, are
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completely repressed, whereas the ventral transcription

factor Nkx2.1 is highly upregulated. Under this condition,

the LGE phenotype, including expression Meis2 and Gsx2,

is also repressed. Consequently, a nearly homogeneous

population of Nkx2.1-expressing, MGE/POa-like progeni-

tors is generated. Nkx2.1-expressing MGE progenitors

normally give rise to GABAergic interneurons and pro-

jection cholinergic neurons. Indeed, the majority of the

differentiated human cells are GABA-expressing neurons

with 14% being cholinergic neurons. The cholinergic

population can be increased to 38% if the progenitors are

differentiated on top of astrocyte feeder layer [53]. These

cholinergic neurons carry forebrain markers such as Foxg1,

Otx2, and Nkx2.1, as well as cholinergic transmitter

identity markers, including choline acetyltransferase

(ChAT) and vesicular acetylcholine transporter (VAChT)

(Fig. 1D). Importantly, the in vitro produced human cho-

linergic neurons, following their transplantation into mice

with loss of cholinergic neurons in the medial septum,

corrected learning and memory deficit. Furthermore, we

found that spinal cord motor neurons that carry the same

transmitter as basal forebrain cholinergic neurons (BFCNs)

failed to rescue memory deficit [53]. Therefore, both the

regional identity and transmitter phenotypes are essential

for appropriate function of a neuron.

Generation of ChAT-positive cholinergic neurons from

human ESCs has recently been reported [54]. In both cases,

nearly a uniform population of human ESC differentiated

progenies is ChAT-positive cells. It is mystery how a

simple treatment of BMP9 [54] or NGF [55] can persuade

human ESCs to uniformly adopt the forebrain cholinergic

fate. Furthermore, human ESCs were differentiated in the

presence of a very high concentration of RA (10 lM), a

strong caudalizing morphogen [54]. It is not clear whether

these cells are true cholinergic neurons and whether they

are forebrain cholinergic neurons as their regional identity

has not been carefully examined. Functional analysis,

especially in vivo, will be essential to verify the identity of

ChAT-labeled, in vitro-produced cells.

The combination of RA and SHH leads

to the generation of spinal cord motor neurons

Spinal cord motor neurons originate from the motoneuron

progenitor (pMN) domain in the ventral developing spinal

cord. Since human PSC-derived primitive neuroepithelia

carry a forebrain identity, it is necessary to caudalize the

anterior neuroepithelia. Treatment of neuroepithelia with

0.1 lM of RA in a chemically defined medium from day 10

to 17 completely suppresses the expression of anterior

transcription factors such as Otx2 and Foxg1 while acti-

vating posterior transcription factors including Hoxb4,

Hoxc5, and Hoxc8. Ventralization of the caudal neuro-

epithelia with SHH from day 14 to 21 effectively limits the

cells to a ventral spinal fate, including Olig2-expressing

motor neuron progenitors. These progenitors, upon

removal of RA and SHH, give rise to Mnx1 (also known as

HB9)-expressing, postmitotic motor neurons at the fourth

to fifth week [15, 56, 57]. They carry additional motor

neuron transcriptional factors such as Lhx3 and Isl �. This

in vitro differentiation process mirrors that in vivo in which

postmitotic motor neurons begin to appear in developing

human spinal cord at the fifth week. Further culture leads to

maturation of these neurons, expressing transmitter-related

enzymes, including ChAT, VAChT, and becoming elec-

trically excitable. Importantly, co-culture of the human

motor neurons with myocytes causes clustering of acetyl-

choline receptors on myotubes, as revealed by

bungarotoxin staining. Therefore, human ESC-derived

motor neurons appear to be functional [15]. Transplanta-

tion of human ESCs-derived motor neurons into chick

embryonic spinal cord and mouse spinal cord showed

survival of grafted neurons, some of which express Nkx6.1

and Mnx1 [58]. However, functionality of these human

motor neurons in vivo remains to be demonstrated. The

motor neuron differentiation paradigm developed with

human ESCs, has also shown efficacy in human iPSCs [28,

29]. In particular, motor neurons are generated from a

patient’s iPSCs, including those with amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis (ALS) [59] and spinal muscular atrophy (SMA)

[60]. Preliminary results indicate that some of the disease

phenotypes, such as death of motor neurons, appear to

occur in those from SMA iPSCs [60]. Therefore, patient

iPSCs could provide a useful model to dissect cellular and

molecular mechanisms underlying motor neuron

degeneration.

In the above differentiation paradigm, only about 20%

of the differentiated progenies are motor neurons [15],

leaving the remaining 80% of cells with unknown identi-

ties. This is problematic for effective assay development

and especially for therapeutic development using the

human PSC-derived motor neurons. We have therefore

modified the protocol by patterning the primitive neuro-

epithelia, cultured in suspension, with small molecules,

purmorphamine (a SHH agonist) and RA. This modifica-

tion has led to the generation of over 50% Mnx1-

expressing motor neurons [61]. Furthermore, this differ-

entiation system removes the use of recombinant proteins,

thus facilitating translation to industrial production and

potential clinical applications.

RA often restricts the progenitors to the cervical and

brachial spinal cord fate. Hence, motor neurons generated

under such a condition are equivalent to those in the cer-

vical and brachial spinal cord. Therefore, alternative

strategies need to be developed to direct differentiation of
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other motoneuron subtypes. Lately, Patani and colleagues

revealed that activation of SHH while inhibiting activin/

nodal signaling can effectively promote spinal MN speci-

fication without exogenous RA. MNs generated through

this RA-independent mechanism not only possess caudal,

medial motor columnar identities but also with lumbar,

lateral motor columns characteristics [62]. Thus, subclasses

of spinal cord MNs may be generated from human PSCs.

Alternative routes to dopaminergic neurons

Midbrain dopaminergic neurons (mDA) have been so far

the most extensively examined cell type among neural cells

that are differentiated from human PSCs. Such enthusiasm

stems in part from the expectation that transplantation of

stem cell-derived DA neurons is a promising approach for

treating Parkinson’s disease (PD) and that transplantation

of fetal-derived DA neurons has shown some promises in

PD patients [63–65]. Since midbrain DA neurons are

localized to the ventral midbrain, a general strategy has

been to pattern human ESC-derived neural precursors with

FGF8 and SHH in a chemically defined medium [66, 67] or

in the presence of stromal cells such as PA6 and MS5 [68–

72] or midbrain astrocytes [73]. These neural progenitors

differentiate to tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)-expressing DA

neurons with variable efficiency, up to 30% among dif-

ferentiated progenies. The addition of GDNF (25 ng/ml), a

known dopaminergic neuroprotectant agent, can signifi-

cantly increase the yield of dopaminergic-like neurons

generated from human ESCs [74]. DA neurons have been

similarly differentiated from human iPSCs [75, 76]. Under

most conditions, these TH-expressing neurons are DA

neurons, as they are generally negative for dopamine

b-hydroxylase, an enzyme that turns dopamine to norepi-

nephrine. However, the regional identity of these DA

neurons has not been carefully examined. This is in part

due to the lack of reliable and robust antibodies for mDA

neurons as well as a temporary mismatch of midbrain

homeodomain transcription factors and more mature DA

neuronal markers. For example, the midbrain homeodo-

main transcription factor, Engrailed 1 (En1), which often

overlaps with TH in mouse DA neurons, is downregulated

when the progenitors become post-mitotic TH-expressing

DA neurons. Therefore, only a small fraction of TH-

expressing DA neurons co-express En1 during a relatively

early stage of DA neuron differentiation process from

human ESCs [66, 67]. Additionally, more mature markers

like dopamine transporter (DAT) are rarely seen in cultured

human DA neurons. Therefore, the maturation and function

of human ESC-derived DA neurons are generally tested

following transplantation into 6-hydroxydopamine (6-

OHDA)-lesioned rat stratum. Transplantation of human

ESC-derived DA cultures indeed corrects locomotion def-

icits in those rats, as revealed by apomorphine- or

amphetamine-induced rotation tests. Sequential analysis of

grafts suggests that the majority of DA neurons are perhaps

generated from grafted neural progenitors [66]. It is pres-

ently undefined how the grafted neural cells contribute to

functional improvement in rodents. It is mostly likely that

release of DA from the grafted DA neurons acts like DA

supplementation. This is reflected in early symptomatic

improvement in grafted rats [73]. However, integration of

DA neurons into the striatal circuitry is also possible. So

far, the longest survival period post-transplantation is about

5 months [66]. This, however, is not long enough to test if

the functional contribution from grafted human ESC

derivatives is sustained, potentially through synaptic inte-

gration. Animal models under an immune-deficient

background would help address this issue. Alternatively,

autologous transplantation with DA neurons reprogrammed

from the same animals will overcome the need of immune-

deficient background. Furthermore, application of existing

technologies, such as the use of light-sensitive channel-

rhodopsin [77, 78] to confirm synaptic and functional

connections between grafted DA neurons and their target

cells will establish a foundation for stem cell-based therapy

for PD.

A recent study found that mDA neurons originate from

floor plate cells [79]. Floor plate cells express high levels

of SHH and are generally non-neurogenic except in the

anterior portion of the midbrain. The anterior midbrain

expresses Otx2 and WNT1, which together confer neuro-

genic potential to floor plate cells, at least in part through

the induction of Lmx1a [79]. Hence, an alternative route is

to differentiate human PSCs to floor plate cells, which are

then activated for neurogenesis for DA neuron generation.

Under high concentrations of SHH, large populations of

floor plate cells are generated from human ESCs, which

express Foxa2 and SHH [80]. Alternatively, overexpres-

sion of Gli1 significantly induces the generation of Foxa2-

positive precursors [81]. Differentiation of these floor plate

cells results in generation of neurons, including some TH-

expressing DA neurons [80, 82], suggesting a possibility of

generating DA neurons via this alternative route. The

bottleneck at this moment is how to activate the neurogenic

potential of these floor-plate progenitors. From the princi-

ple described above, WNT1 is uniquely expressed in the

ventral midbrain and is critical for activating the neuro-

genic process. WNTs also interact with SHH through Gli3

to regulate dorsal versus ventral fate of neural progenitors

that are derived from human ESCs [33]. Thus, it is

expected that regulation of WNTs and/or SHH in the

Foxa2-expressing progenitors should lead to generation of

mDA neurons. Additionally, cells labeled with Foxa2 may

not all be floor plate cells, as ventral forebrain progenitors
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also express Foxa2. Therefore, differentiation of these

Foxa2 progenitors to TH-expressing DA neurons may not

lead to efficient generation of mDA neurons. It will also be

interesting to see if DA neurons generated through the floor

plate pathway are functionally distinct from those differ-

entiated using the aforementioned general patterning

methods, particularly with regard to their ability to inte-

grate into neural circuitry.

Besides potential application in cell therapy, DA neu-

rons from PD patient’s stem cells may also be useful for

revealing pathological processes that underlie DA neuron

degeneration in PD and for developing drugs for therapy.

IPSCs generated from familial and sporadic PD patients

have been differentiated to DA neurons [83]. Transplan-

tation of these PD patients’ DA neurons into the 6-OHDA

lesioned rats indicates that these DA neurons behave like

regular DA neurons, correcting locomotive deficits [76].

This finding highlights interesting issues. First, human

iPSCs can be effectively differentiated to DA neurons

using the methods developed with human ESCs. Second,

human iPSC-derived DA neurons are functional. Third,

despite PD patient origin including genetic defects, DA

neural degenerative phenotypes may not manifest in vitro

and in a short-term in vivo environment. Experimental

interventions and a long-term in vivo environment may be

necessary to facilitate phenotypic presentation.

Long march to astroglial generation

Astrocytes are the most abundant cell type in the brain and

spinal cord. They participate in almost every aspect of

physiology and pathology of the CNS. Hence, generation

of enriched populations of functional astrocytes from

human ESCs, especially disease iPSCs, would enable better

understanding of the roles of astrocytes in pathogenesis of

neurological diseases. In particular, cells of the astroglial

lineage are generally technically easier for manipulation

than neuronal cells. Hence, they may be more readily

modified for drug screening or produced for cell therapy.

Genesis of astroglial cells follows neurogenesis (Fig. 2).

Neural stem/progenitor cells, isolated from brain tissues or

derived from mouse ESCs, generate abundant astroglial

cells after expansion in vitro, which is almost regarded as a

‘‘default’’ fate. Nevertheless, directed differentiation of

enriched populations of functional astroglial cells from

human PSCs turns out to be not straightforward. At least

two reasons explain the deficiency in this area. First, the

specification of astrocytes is poorly understood. In partic-

ular, the identity of astroglial progenitors remains

enigmatic, partly because of lack of reliable markers [84,

85]. Second, in human, astroglial cells, marked by S100b
and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), begin to appear

at 3–4 months of age. This would suggest that astroglia

would appear only after long-term culture, which was

indeed observed in multiple laboratories [84, 86]. Sys-

tematic analysis indicates that astroglial progenitors,

marked by a putative glial progenitor marker NF1A [87],

are rarely seen at 1 month of human ESC differentiation,

but are progressively increased over time. The relatively

widely used marker for astroglial progenitors, CD44, is not

detected until 2 months of cultures. Instead, the relatively

specific astroglial marker, S100b, is detected as early as

2 months in culture. GFAP is found after 3 months of

differentiation [88]. This temporal pattern of marker

expression corresponds to that of in vivo development.

Since human ESC-derived neural precursors generate pre-

dominantly neurons in the first 3–4 months [27, 84], it is

necessary to suppress neurogenesis and promote gliogen-

esis. Regular dissociation of neural progenitor aggregates

after 1 month of differentiation from human PSCs and then

expansion in the presence of EGF significantly reduce the

potential of generating b-III tubulin-expressing neurons.

Instead, these cells are largely restricted to a glial fate by

2 months of human PSC differentiation, with subsequent

sequential expression of NF1A, S100b, CD44, and GFAP.

These human astroglial cells also appear to express astro-

cyte-specific glutamate transporter GLT-1 and can uptake

glutamate. Electrophysiological analysis suggests that they

possess potassium currents, more closely resembling

Fig. 2 Temporal course of glial differentiation in vivo and in vitro. In parallel with in vivo development, human PSCs begin to generate neurons

in the second month, astrocytes in the third month, and oligodendrocytes in the fourth month
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immature astrocytes. This also corresponds to their ability

to promote synaptogenesis of neurons that are growing on

astrocytes. These cells are indeed restricted to the astroglial

fate as they retain the astrocyte identity following trans-

plantation into the mouse brain. Importantly, the human

ESC-derived astroglial progenitors can be expanded con-

tinuously for at least 8 months, thus yielding large

quantities of uniform population of astroglial cells [88].

Like neurons, astrocytes in different brain regions

exhibit various morphologies and appear to possess unique

functions. Astrocytes in the ventral mesencephalon, but not

the dorsal mesencephalon or other parts of the brain,

express high levels of WNTs and promote the specification

of neural progenitors to adopt the midbrain dopaminergic

neuronal fate [89, 90]. By patterning primitive neuroepi-

thelial cells with RA or SHH and then differentiating the

cells to glial cells, we discovered that now the astroglial

progenitors or immature astrocytes also carry homeodo-

main transcription factors that are appropriate to the

positional identity. For example, astroglial progenitors

generated in the absence of morphogens carry a dorsal

anterior identity by expressing Otx2 but not Hoxb4 or

Nkx2.1. In contrast, astroglial progenitors generated in the

presence of RA express Hoxb4 but not Otx2. While more

studies are needed to determine the functional consequence

of regionally specialized astroglial cells, the finding sug-

gests that the positional identity of astroglial cells is

determined when primitive neuroepithelia are patterned.

The regionally patterned neural progenitors first produce

neurons and then generate astrocytes of the same region.

Unexpected twist for oligodendroglial differentiation

Oligodendroglial cells are born after neurons and astroglia

(Fig. 2). Most of them are generated in a relatively small

domain in the developing ventral brain and spinal cord in

an SHH-dependent manner [85, 91]. The progenitors

migrate to other parts of the brain and spinal cord and

differentiate to myelinating oligodendrocytes. In the spinal

cord, most oligodendroglial progenitors are born in the

pMN domain. Precursor cells in the pMN domain first

generate motor neurons and then switch to oligodendroglial

progenitors by co-expressing Olig2 with Nkx2.2 and

Sox10. Using the same strategy for spinal motor neuron

specification, human ESCs are first induced to Olig2-

expressing ventral spinal progenitors with SHH. FGF2 and

SHH are then added to inhibit neurogenesis of the Olig2

progenitors, so that the Olig2 progenitors become gliogenic

by co-expressing Nkx2.2 in the fifth week. However, these

Olig2/Nkx2.2-coexpressing progenitors do not become

bipolar Sox10/PDGFR-coexpressing oligodendroglial pre-

cursor cells (OPCs) until 2 months later [92, 93].

Therefore, it takes at least 3 months for human ESCs to

differentiate to OPCs. This protracted differentiation pro-

cess coincides with the OPC development in vivo (Fig. 2).

All the processes are dependent upon SHH, exogenous or

endogenous, as inhibition of SHH signaling by cyclop-

amine nearly completely abolishes OPC generation.

Therefore, SHH-dependent specification of OPCs from

human ESCs is essentially the same as what is learned from

in vivo analyses of multiple species.

Since the transition from Olig2 progenitors to OPCs

takes 8 weeks, the Olig2 progenitors are usually expanded

in the presence of morphogens FGF2 and/or EGF. How-

ever, few OPCs were generated when the Olig2 progenitors

were expanded in the presence of FGF2 whereas the vast

majority of the Olig2 progenitors become OPCs in the

absence of FGF2. It is surprising because mouse neural

progenitors, including Olig2 progenitors, generate robust

OPCs after expansion in the presence of FGF2, possibly by

promoting SHH production [94–97]. In human cells, FGF2

inhibits SHH expression but facilitates Gli3 expression,

thus inhibiting the co-expression of Olig2 with Nkx2.2.

The Olig2- or Nkx2.2-expressing progenitors hence gen-

erate neurons and astrocytes instead of OPCs [92, 93]. It is

not clear why FGF2 in this particular stage of human neural

development inhibits oligodendrogliogenesis. It is possible

that during that particular neurogenic phase in human

development, high levels of FGFs from developing neurons

prevent premature oligodendroglial differentiation. Fol-

lowing neurogenesis, FGF levels decrease, which allow

oligodendrogliogenesis to take off. This may be one of the

mechanisms underlying delayed oligodendrogliogenesis in

humans.

The finding that human OPC specification is dependent

upon SHH and that FGF2 inhibits SHH signaling explains

why human neural progenitors, expanded with FGF2,

generate few OPCs [92, 98–101]. It also explains why

differentiation of human ESCs without SHH and/or with

FGF2 produces only a small fraction of OPCs [102–104].

The near pure population of ‘OPCs’ generated from human

ESCs without application of SHH [104] cannot be repli-

cated by us. The downside of the strategy without FGF2 is

that the yield of OPCs is low because of the low prolifer-

ation rate of Olig2 progenitors. Therefore, there is a need to

promote OPC proliferation. Unfortunately, known mor-

phogens for mouse OPCs do not appear to promote human

OPC division [92]. Therefore, it seems that human OPCs,

at least those of spinal cord characteristics, do not respond

to morphogens as predicted from mouse OPCs. This again

illustrates the unique aspects of human oligodendroglial

development.

As alluded to above, neuronal and glial progenitors are

specified when primitive neuroepithelia are patterned. It

would be interesting if OPCs of forebrain characteristics
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may be similarly differentiated from human PSCs and if

these OPCs respond to morphogens as predicted from

rodent studies.

Generation of retinal cells during human PSC neural

differentiation

Retina is part of the CNS. It first differentiates from the rest

of the primitive anterior neuroectoderm as an eye field by

downregulating neuroectoderm genes and upregulating eye

field-specific transcription factors, including Six6, Six3,

Rx, Lhx2, and Tll, etc. [105]. Since human ESC/iPSC-

derived primitive neuroepithelia exhibit anterior pheno-

types with the expression of Pax6, Otx2, and Lhx2 [31],

some of them may become retinal stem cells or eye field

precursor cells. Coexpression of Pax6 with Rx has been

used in animal studies to define eye field precursors [106,

107]. Indeed, co-expression of Pax6 and Rx is observed in

our neuroepithelia along neural differentiation, and nearly

all neuroepithlia express both Pax6 and Rx by 2 weeks in

culture [108]. By day 30, nearly 15% of neuroepithelial

spheres express Mitf protein and these cells later become

retinal pigment epithelia (RPE). Following RPE differen-

tiation, Mitf gradually decreases, whereas the neural retinal

transcription factor Chx10 begins to be expressed by day

40. By day 80 of differentiation, *20% of all neurospheres

contain Crx-expressing photoreceptor precursors, of which

*50% of Crx-positive cells express more mature photo-

receptor markers recoverin and the cone photoreceptor-

specific protein opsin [108]. This temporal course of retinal

cell differentiation from both human ESCs and iPSCs

mirrors the course of retinal development in vivo, again

highlighting the intrinsic program that is preserved in

human PSC differentiation in vitro.

The presence of retinal precursor cells in human PSC

neural differentiation cultures would lead to generation of

retinal cells in prolonged cultures, including RPE and

neural retinal cells. Indeed, RPE are frequently observed

spontaneously in neural differentiation cultures [109]

(Zhang, unpub. obs.). Since the dorsal part of the optic

vesicle is fated into RPE whereas ventral portion give rise

to neural retina [110], application of WNTs and Nodal

antagonists promotes the differentiation of Rx- and Mitf-

positive pigment retinal progenitors, which later generate

RPE in the presence of activin and nicotinamide whereas

RA and taurine enhance photoreceptor differentiation [107,

111–113]. These results demonstrate that subclasses of

retinal cells can be differentiated from human PSCs. RPE

cells generated from human iPSCs exhibit similar mor-

phology and gene expression profile as native RPE [114,

115]. These iPS-RPE cells also display functional ion

transporters, membrane potential, and polarized vascular

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) secretion [115]. More-

over, human iPSC- or ESC-derived RPE cells display

survival and migration into retinal layers after transplanting

into sodium iodate-injected albino-type adult rabbits [116],

and are capable of phagocytosing photoreceptor material in

vivo after transplanting into dystrophic rat [114]. These

findings suggest that human PSC-derived RPE could be

useful for treating patients with visual disabilities, such as

Best disease, subtypes of retinitis pigmentosa (RP), and

age-related macular degeneration (AMD).

A critical unresolved issue is identification of early

retinal stem cells (equivalents of eye field precursors) and

pigment versus neural retinal progenitors. As it stands now,

the markers used for marking eye field cells in embryonic

animal tissues become blurred when applied to neuroepit-

helia that are differentiated from human PSCs, particularly

because many of the retinal markers, like Pax6, Lhx2, and

Rx, are uniformly expressed by all human neuroepithelia.

One may need to screen through these transcription factors

in limited primate embryo tissues to identify sets of both

positive and negative transcription factors for eye field

(retinal stem) cells, pigment, and neural retinal progenitors.

This information will be instrumental in identifying spe-

cific precursor populations during neural differentiation

and in regulating these precursors for directed differentia-

tion of RPE or photoreceptor cells.

Conclusions and future directions

Directed differentiation of neuronal and glial subtypes

from the human ESCs and iPSCs summarized above

indicates that this process follows developmental princi-

ples. Not only the temporal course of differentiation

mirrors that of neuronal and glial birth in embryonic human

development but also the transcriptional codes and

response to extracellular signals resemble those learned

from animal studies. During neural development, regional

patterning of naive neuroepithelia is critical to specification

of diverse arrays of neuronal and glial types. Likewise,

patterning of human PSC-derived primitive neuroepithelia

with specific sets of morphogens is essential for specifying

region-specific neural progenitors that subsequently gen-

erate functionally diversified neuronal and glial classes.

Therefore, in vitro differentiation of the human PSCs

described above serves as a useful model to reveal early

human development.

This evolving human PSC neural differentiation model

has also revealed unique aspects of human neural differ-

entiation. The most obvious phenomenon is the temporal

course of birth of neural stem cells, neurons, and glial cells,

which can be predicted from human embryonic develop-

ment. This suggests that the intrinsic program of neural cell
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fates is reserved in cultured human PSCs. The fact that the

cerebral transcription factor Pax6 is necessary and sufficient

for human but not mouse ESCs to become primitive neu-

roepithelia indicates that Pax6 is a neuroectoderm

determinant in humans. This explains why the ‘‘default’’

fate of human PSC-derived neural progenitors is of cerebral

cortical characteristics. This also determines the number of

cycles by which these progenitors need to go through in

order to produce sufficient numbers of neurons that make up

the cerebral cortex in humans. Hence, it should not be

alarmed that the human PSC-derived neural precursors

‘‘shed’’ predominantly neurons for many months, nor

should it be regarded as maintenance of neural stem cells,

and differentiation of glial cells (astrocytes and oligoden-

drocytes) is a very much ‘‘delayed’’ process. These cellular

differentiation programs are not only controlled by tran-

scription determinants but are also coordinated by

extracellular signals. In particular, WNT signaling dictates

the early phase of neuroectoderm specification. Conse-

quently, differentiation to alternative fates requires

regulation of signaling pathways, including WNTs, and this

has to happen on primitive neuroepithelia during the second

week of human PSC differentiation. It will not be surprising

that known regulatory machineries are used by human

neural cells in unexpected ways, especially considering that

the human brain is an evolutionally most advanced organ.

The field should not demand that neural cells from humans

behave exactly in the way as they do in animals.

Important for effective differentiation of neuronal and

glial subtypes is the patterning of primitive neuroepithelial

cells. These cells, appearing at the second week of human

PSC differentiation, express a unique set of anterior tran-

scription factors including Pax6. By analogy to the

maintenance of PSCs by a transcription network that

involves Nanog, Oct4, and Sox2, it is likely that primitive

neuroepithelia are specified and maintained by a similar

transcription network that includes Pax6. Hence, it will be

instrumental in identifying the transcriptional code, espe-

cially the targets and partners of Pax6, and their regulatory

networks.

The neuronal types successfully differentiated from

human PSCs are almost all early born projection neurons.

We believe that many other types of projection neurons,

including hypothalamic endocrine regulatory neurons,

hindbrain serotonergic neurons, cerebellar neurons, and

sensory neurons, may well be differentiated from human

PSCs following developmental principles and the strategies

illustrated above. Developmentally, there are vast arrays of

interneurons that are born between projection neurons and

glial cells and they are critical for neural function, espe-

cially high function in humans. The regulatory mechanisms

underlying the birth of interneurons is less well known

and relatively fewer tools are available to define them.

Similarly, few studies are reported for directed differenti-

ation of sensory neurons from human PSCs. Therefore,

directed differentiation of these interneurons will be one of

the major future directions.

Directed differentiation of glial cells from human PSCs

has not been paid sufficient attention in the past. This is

partly because glia are regarded as supporting cells and

differentiation of glia as a default consequence of differ-

entiation following neuronal generation. Nevertheless,

significant lag in glial differentiation from human PSCs

poses a major technical burden to generation of enriched

populations of glial cells. As illustrated in astrocyte dif-

ferentiation, there are many glial subtypes that have yet to

be discovered, and human PSC differentiation in fact may

facilitate the discovery, given the limited tools available to

distinguish glial subtypes in vivo. Additional difficulties in

glial differentiation from human PSCs are evaluation of

their function in vitro and in vivo. Novel tools will be

needed in this regard.

Functional evaluation of human PSC-generated neurons

and glia is not straightforward. The main hurdle is the

‘‘stretched’’ time for maturation in vitro and in vivo.

Human ESC-derived neurons need several weeks of culture

to become electrophysiologically active, especially synap-

tic transmission. Astrocytes can facilitate the maturation

process [45]. Similarly, it takes several weeks or even

months for grafted human neurons to integrate into the host

neural circuitry [77, 117], thus contributing to behavioral

consequences. This simple timing issue demands recon-

sideration of model systems for testing the function of

human neural cells [118]. Because of xenograft nature, a

humanized animal or those with immune-deficient back-

ground will be essential for assessing the function of

human neurons and glia. These model systems will be

equally important for evaluating the safety of human stem

cell derivatives in the long term.

Neurons and glia derived from transgenic human ESCs

or disease iPSCs are proposed for modeling disease pro-

cesses in a Petri dish. This is perhaps another major use of

human stem cells besides developmental studies. One of

the major hurdles in disease modeling is the identification

and development of disease phenotypes in vitro. Again,

timing is everything here. This is particularly difficult for

neurodegenerative disorders which evolve over decades in

vivo. Reconstruction of cellular components to allow cel-

lular interactions may facilitate phenotypic development,

especially under the disease environment. Transplantation

of these disease neural cells may also allow development of

pathology in the brain and spinal cord environment in the

long term.
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